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WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN AND WHY??... 
 
WHO: Let me introduce myself as a successful Sports Day Trader based in Las Vegas…  I 
played sports through the college level, and like many of you, have always been a huge sports 
fan….  With the everchanging world around us, Sports betting worldwide has also evolved within 
those same changing times..   TV, commercials, endorsements, and even the legalization of 
sports wagering have changed the landscape of sports, and now available as another vehicle of 
opportunity to produce great profits and annual returns…  Sports Betting is much different than 
Sports Day Trading and I personally use our proprietary Sports Trading Software and Trading 
Investment Platform which allows me to make huge Returns/Profits in Las Vegas…. 

WHAT: Like most of you, I was taught at an early age, Sports Betting was BAD, although 
investing in  Stocks and Bonds was GOOD… Sports Betting was BAD, investing in Real Estate 
was GOOD…  Casino’s and Gambling were BAD, investing in your retirement account was 
GREAT….  You get the point…  I agree, Sports Betting as a rule, for 95% of the general 
population is not something that is GOOD…  But, make no mistake about it, people worldwide 
“BET” every single day with their IRA’s, 401K’s, Stocks, Futures, Crypto, even those who invest 
in the Real Estate market and it’s becoming an asset in the future has risks, therefor considered 
a “BET”…   Don’t get me wrong, most of these things are much safer than any game of chance, 
but every single thing we put our hard earned money into, is has risks and is a gamble of sorts….  
But, given the chance to use algorithms, math, and statistical probabilities, much like we do in 
each and every investment venues mentioned above, I have been able to formulate a Sports Day 
Trading Software and Investment Platform that historically outperforms all of the conventional 
venues combined….  I continually make 30-50% annual returns Day Trading Sports each and 
every year!!! 

WHERE: Although I fell in love with the weather and lifestyle that Las Vegas affords, many 
places across the United States have legalized Sports Betting, with many more legalization 
efforts ongoing…   The facts are, people continue to bet more illegal money on sports than 
legally, so it is widely available in almost every demographic.  I spent over 5 years creating a 
Sports Day Trading Software and Investment Platform and continually use it Day Trading Sports 
with my own personal cash every day, to become an incredibly successful Sports Day Trader..   

WHEN:  There has never been a better time than RIGHT NOW to start Day Trading Sports, 
creating another Investment Based Residual Income.  With the growth of legalized sports betting 
over the last couple of years throughout the U.S. I encourage you to join our GLOBAL SPORTS 
BETTING NETWORK and start Day Trading Sports using our online platform at: 
TheSportsDayTrader.com 

WHY: We share our Proprietary Sports Software trading information, not only for our own 
financial gain, but to help those that are also passionate about sports or passionate about 
creating another revenue stream controlling your own financial destiny…  Why do we do this?  
The answer is quite simple:  I was personally scammed by a so-called Sports Handicapper when 
I was younger, so I took it upon myself to find out what the industry was all about, and personally 
went under-cover to see exactly how the scams worked in the sports information phone rooms, 
and I was appalled at the selling tactics, and fraudulent business practices used that continue to 
scam people out of millions of dollars..   I promised myself, when I was able to create a vehicle to 
help those who want to treat Sports Betting as a true investment vehicle, Day Trading instead of 
simply Betting/Gambling, I would open the doors to my algorithm based Sports Trading Platform, 
allowing people to follow along giving them the best chance to make returns and an additional 
revenue stream or residual income…   
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WHAT THEY ALL FAILED TO TELL YOU, AND 
WHY 

 

Don’t be fooled by good salespeople and even better marketers… Chances are, if you have sports 
bet at all, you have already fallen prey to the one or more of the scams within the sports 
handicapping industry..  There are no “locks” or “Guaranteed” winners, in fact, there is no way of 
making huge returns overnight without HUGE risk, but if you are patient, treat it like any other 
conventional trading platform, use the Sports Software and Day Trading Platform we created, you 
can continue to control your own money, making great annual returns year after year… Yes, there 
are losing days, weeks, and even months, but, we have historically never had a losing year….   20 
years of data testing and live “cash” Sports Day Trading and we haven’t had a losing year, EVER…   

Next time they reach out to you and/or call you, ask them to show you their actual CASH sports 
trading tickets from a LIVE sports trading venue before the game(s) have started and/or finished…   
Chances are pretty high, they don’t have them, and won’t share them, or will only share their 
winning bets/trades after the games are over…. Nobody in the industry will continue to show you 
daily “cash” tickets for games they actually played for long periods of time…   Why?, because they 
don’t have anything that works in the long term, which is why they continually hope to get you 
betting larger and larger amounts, only to have to pay them bigger amounts for the trades in hopes 
they get on a “winning streak”, only to lose in the long run…  They instruct and guide you to 
eventually lose money, while they win in the long run, burning you out, then selling your information 
to the next phone room as a “Burn”…   That’s why the solicitation calls continue to barrage you: 
They know you sports bet, they know how much you were willing to bet, and they also know how 
much you lost… 

WHAT’S THE CATCH?:  Here is our catch… You must sign up and Day Trade Sports as a longer 
term Investment type platform…  When you sign up for our monthly service, and follow our sports 
trading information/platform, and it does not make positive returns, we will give you the following 
month(s) free until our trades show positive returns.  It is time to join a winning team, and for you 
to enjoy Day Trading Sports while actually making money along the way…  Ask to see our daily 
tickets, as our Daily Trading is purely 100% transparent…  WE PUT OUR OWN MONEY WHERE 
OUR MOUTH IS TRADING EXACTLY WHAT WE GIVE TO OUR CLIENTS EVERY SINGLE 
DAY!!!   

 

Why:  The past few years of uncertain economic times, has brought many savvy investors to finally 
think outside the box.  Our economy went through an unprecedented economic disaster in 2009 
and although many sectors have made great comebacks, many sectors have continued to 
struggle.  The real estate crash of 2009, was a recession not seen since the great depression, 
while our national debt climbed to unprecedented levels, with no end in site.  The recent pandemic 
has also continued to cause huge financial uncertainty in the global markets worldwide…   

The standard historical retirement plans of the past generations, are no more, our stock market is 
flawed by greed and corruption, and our government continues to crumble over the pressure. 
Personally losing millions in the Real Estate Crash of 2009, as well as the stock market, I set out 
to create an residual based investment platform where I could control and manage my personal 
money, creating a residual income with minimal effort and minimal time taken away from my daily 
life.  My first attempt was within the FOREX market (buying and selling foreign currency – which is 
the monetary equivalent of our standard “Stock Market).  The FOREX market was highly volatile, 
and like our conventional stock market, fluctuated for reasons unknown to most, something only a 
few “insiders” really can predict successfully.  That said, I took the mathematical investment 
algorithms and equations, and began to match them with statistical data within Day Trading Sports.  
Unlike the conventional Stocks and Forex markets, I knew why I executed a successful or 
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unsuccessful trade at the conclusion of a particular sporting event as the team or item I traded 
either won or lost, it was that simple.  More importantly, I knew the statistical probability of the trade 
or bet winning or losing, and began to match that with those algorithms and statistical investment 
equations I had used in the other venues.  Matching the two, gave me began to yield much higher 
success rates and great annual returns.  It was then I knew I could create a true value/mathematical 
based Day Trading Sports Platform, revolutionizing the industry and transforming unsuccessful 
sports bettors into successful “Sports Day Traders”.  I could take true investors, like myself, and 
open them up to an alternative residual based investment opportunity to expand their portfolio 
opportunities beyond the common venues historically available.  Doing so, while creating an 
investment opportunity that is truly “recession proof”, and helping myself as well as others, has 
been incredibly exciting.   

I spent over 5 very long years in programming and testing back data, while spending another 5 
years performing live/cash “proof of concept” by Sports Day Trading using my own personal cash 
in Las Vegas, before creating the business plan, finalizing the actual website, and bringing it to 
market for launch.  Although it was quite taxing, taking thousands of hours, I finally have a 
Proprietary Sports Day Trading Investment Platform that works, and works incredibly well.   

Of course, as with any type of Day Trading and/or Investing, Sports Day Trading does have a 
minimal risk, but as with any investment, statistics, algorithms, and analysis are the basic 
fundamentals of getting an edge and maintaining long term positive returns.   I will give you some 
simple statistical data, the pitfalls of most sports bettors, and how you can get the necessary 
information to finally make money as a true sports investor.  I don’t care if you are a True Sports 
Fan, A Sports Connoisseur, Don’t care about Sports at all, or just someone that has a true investor 
mentality that strives to make a bigger return/profits on your money, let us show you how you can 
make HUGE RETURNS DAY TRADING SPORTS!!! 

 

VEGAS LINES (BASKETBALL) 

Let me take the time to explain a bit about day trading sports and show you one of the many 
simple statistical situations that you can test on your own, which will prove just how simple and 
profitable sports investing can be.  I constantly get asked multiple questions about sports day 
trading and handicapping on a weekly basis.  This is simply because people do not understand 
the simple fact of random law and how statistics/lines are set for sporting events around the 
world.  Furthermore, they do not take the time to actually study how statistics plays such a huge 
role in sports day trading and just how predictable sports trading can be. They also don’t really 
realize how the Vegas lines actually play into the predictability of sports trading outcomes. 

Think in the simplest terms.  You could flip a coin 10,000 times and you will get approximately 
5,000 heads, and 5,000 tails.  In a perfect world, that is 50-50.  In reality, the lower the number of 
flips, the numbers may vary, but no matter how far away from 50-50 the number goes, the more 
flips performed will always bring it closer to 50-50.  This is simply due to the law of statistical 
averages.  Now I don’t expect you to flip a coin 10,000 times to test the theory, but I am sure you 
agree and understand the concept.  Most of the outcomes of particular sporting events can be 
documented that same way. To understand this better, you have to understand how and why the 
lines are set the way they are on sporting events. 
 
Vegas lines are set by odds makers with their intentions to get people to bet the same amount on 
each side of their set lines.  When the bets start coming in, the lines will adjust to get the bettors 
to even out on both sides of the numbers.   Lets take for instance an NBA total score.  This set 
total is the combined scoring of both teams added together for the entire game.  If you would go 
to ANY daily lines that have been set for any day in the NBA, you will find “Totals” set for any 
games past or present.  Most sites only go back a few years, but some will allow you to go back 
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as far as 20 plus years.  The more recent lines you can find on several websites such as 
“scoresandodds.com”, “wagerline.com”, “vegasinsiders.com”, or many other websites on the 
internet.  Odds makers set those lines and adjust them depending on the monies being bet by 
sports investors until the games actually start.  As I said before, these lines are referred to as 
over/unders.   
 
Vegas makes its money on what is referred to as the Vig or the Vigorish which is sometimes 
referred to as juice.  In most places it is 10% of the bet.  For example, if there is 1 million bet on a 
particular game to go over, and the same amount is bet on the under, the sports book or 
bookmakers would hold the money for the event +10%.  They would then pay the winners the 
amount won, and would profit by 10% of the Vig from the losing side of the bets.  This being said, 
they do not care who wins and who loses as they make their money regardless of the outcome.   
 
If you were to research back and look at every NBA basketball game in the last 5 years, 10 
years, or even longer, you would find that the lines set by the odds makers and the results of 
every team covering that line or not covering, is remarkably close to 50%.  Also, on the total set 
by Vegas (total number or points set to be scored in a game), also will fall very close to 50% over 
that number, and 50% under those set totals.  Isn’t that convenient?  This is not by chance, this 
is PURE STATISTICAL AND DOCUMENTED FACT that is available to anyone willing to do the 
research.  With that knowledge, you can assume that sports investing could be equated in some 
respects to the flipping of the coin theory showing that same statistical 50-50 outcome in the long 
run.   
 
Let me show you how the 50%/50% rule equates to sports investing with some real live data, to 
prove how uncanny it is that Vegas odds makers continually keep the win rates in ALL sports 
between that 40%-60% ratio.   
 
In fact, look at the illustration below pulled from scoresandodds.com from March 19, 2014.  
Below we show the 4 teams in their respective conference finals playing for a chance at the NBA 
Finals (San Antonio, OKC, Indiana, and Miami): 
 
Although the San Antonio Spurs had 50 wins and 16 losses as of March 19, 2014 for a win 
percentage of 757%, but against the spread set by Vegas, they were 34 wins and 32 losses for 
an against the spread win percentage of only 515% or 51.5% (So, Vegas was really close to 
making them a 50/50 team against the spread)… Just like flipping the coin…   Look at the Last 3 
years, they were 137 wins and 107 losses for a win percentage of 561% or 56.1% (Vegas 
continued their success…coincidental??)… Then look at their Against the spread numbers since 
1996.  They have 836 wins and 733 losses for a win percentage of 532% or 53.2% (Really close 
to 50/50 for over 17 years running… amazing isn’t it… Just like flipping the coin for 17 years..)   
As if that wasn’t amazing enough, look at the Over/Under numbers also set by Vegas for the 
current year.  They went over the posted total set by Vegas 39 times and under 27 times for a 
ratio of 59%/41%... Last 3 years results were, 132 overs and 117 unders for a ratio of 
53%/47%... And since 1996 it produced 755 overs and 808 unders for a ratio of 48%/52% (Just 
like a flip of the coin… Amazing coincidence don’t you think?)… 

 

 
 
 

Look at Oklahoma City Thunder: 
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Oklahoma City’s numbers against the spread were: 55%/45% current season, 55%/45% last 3 
years, and 55%/45% since 1996... For Over/Unders they were: 50.7%/49.3% current season,  
49%/51% for last 3 years, and 50.8%/49.2% since 1996….. (Flip the coin once again)… 

 
 

Look at Indiana Pacers: 

 
 
Indiana’s numbers against the spread were: 51.5%/48.5% current season, 51.4%/48.6% last 3 
years, and 50.9%/49.1% since 1996... For Over/Unders they were: 44%/56% current season,  
48.9%/51.1% for last 3 years, and 50.1%/49.9% since 1996….. (Flip the coin once again… 
Simply amazing how that continues to be the case!!!!)… 

 

Last but not least, look at Miami Heat: 

 
 
Miami’s numbers against the spread were: 46%/54% current season, 51.9%/48.1% last 3 years, 
and 49.8%/50.2% since 1996... For Over/Unders they were: 55%/45% current season, 50%/50% 
for last 3 years, and 47%/53% since 1996.. (Beginning to sound familiar??)…  
If you think that is strictly by chance, lets take a look at a couple of teams in the WNBA… Yes, I 
said WNBA!!!! : 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Minnesota: 

 
 
Minnesota’s numbers in the WNBA in an arbitrary date in 2013 were as follows:  Against the 
Spread they were: 61%/39% current season, 57%/43% last 3 years, and 49.7%/50.3% since 
1997….  The Over/Under category breaks down as follows: 30.7%/69.3% current season, 
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48%/52% last 3 years, and 48.9%/51.1% since 1997...  Convinced yet??? If you need more, 
below are startling statistics within the sports industry…  The following is a lifetime history of 
every NBA franchise and actual win percentages: 

 
 
Looks like a flip of the coin to me… If you look at a majority of the teams above, they win and/or 
lose incredibly close to 50% of the time…   Lowest win rate is Charlotte at .364% and highest is 
San Antonio at .593%... But remember, even though San Antonio had a high win percentage at 
75.7% overall this year, their “AGAINST THE SPREAD” win percentage was right at 51.5%...  
So, don’t let that 36.4% low win percentage fool you!!! 
Conversely, just look at Milwaukee Bucks that finished a regular season with 15 wins and 67 
losses for a lowly win percentage of only 18.2%.. One of the worst ever… But, look at their 
numbers this year AGAINST THE SPREAD that was set by Vegas…. 
 

 
 
Against the Spread, they were 35 wins and 41 losses for a win rate of 46%... Well, well, well, isn’t 
that a surprise… Vegas was right on those sharp lines again, and you could almost flip a coin 
knowing it would be close to 50/50 either way once again….  
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By now, you should be convinced that Vegas lines are sharp, and that of the 30 NBA teams and 
their respective 30 Over/Unders are going to undoubtedly hang close to that 50/50 range…  That 
said, how many of those lines drop down below that 30% mark or go above that 70% mark… 
Well, it doesn’t happen very often… But, it does happen from time to time and when it does, our 
Sports Day Trading Software/Investment Platform knows, and produces the trades and trade 
amounts giving you the best opportunity to make money Day Trading Sports…. 
 

 

VEGAS LINES (BASEBAL) 

In Baseball, unlike Basketball and Football, there is no point spread…  A great team doesn’t 
have to win by 2 or 3 runs in Baseball, they just have to win the game outright…  Vegas makes 
up for that by adjusting their “Vig” which is normally 10% to make up the difference… For 
example, here is a sample of a daily line in baseball as set by Vegas: 

 
 
What this illustration above reflects is that the LA Dodgers are a 2/1 favorite to beat the 
Cincinnati Reds…If you choose The LA Dodgers to win, you have to risk 2$ for every 1$ you 
would like to win… So if you want to win $100, you would have to risk $200… The number above 
that (6u15), is the total set for the game… You can choose that the total score between the two 
teams will go over or under this total of 6 runs combined… If the LA Dodgers win 4-3 or 5-2, that 
is a total of 7 runs, so the result is “over the total”… If Cincinnati wins 3-2, it is a total of 5 runs 
and the result is that the game stayed “under the total”… The u15 means that if you choose to 
take the “under” you would risk $1.15 for every $1 you want to win…   
 
Invariably, these lines/risk factors make up for very poor teams win percentages and makes them 
underdogs getting plus money (ie: Cincinnati in the example above)… With the odds above, it 
says that Cincinnati has a 1 in 3 chance of winning the game against the LA Dodgers..  
Historically in baseball, the worst team in the league is usually a .300 team (win roughly 1 of 
every 3 games), and the best team in the league is usually a .600 team (win roughly 2 of every 3 
games)….  Coincidence would have it, that the norm throughout the season is broken down in 3 
game series…. So, a .300 team goes into a .600 teams city/stadium, for a 3 game series..  The 
statistical probability of the .600 team winning 1 of those 3 games at home is over 97%... The 
probability of them winning 2 of 3 is over 70%....  
Although the math is slightly different for baseball than it is for Basketball and Football, it still 
stays within that 35/65 range with the risk (odds) factored in which makes up for the difference in 
win %…    

 
 

Let’s look at 2011-win percentages for the regular season: 
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As you see, the best team in the regular season was Philadelphia with a win percentage of .630 
(winning roughly 2 out of 3), and the worst was Houston with a win percentage of .346 (winning 
roughly 1 out of 3)…  Most remained close to 50/50.. 
  

Lets look at 2012 win percentages for the regular season: 
 

                 
 
 
Similar results as the best team was NY Yankees at .586 and worst was Houston at .340 

Lets look at 2013 win percentages for the regular season: 
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Again, very similar results as the best team was Boston at .599 and worst was Houston at .315…    
 
Let’s look inside the numbers as it pertains to the over/unders… It should be no surprise that the 
Over/Unders should remain close to that 50/50 percentage, as the Vig/Risk is similar to that of 
the NBA (close to 10%)…  
 

 Here is Boston in the 2013 season: 

 
 
Well, Vegas was spot on, as the Over/Under rate was 47%/53% for the current season, 
50.1%/49.9% last 3 years, and 48.7%/51.3% since 1997… (Flip the coin once again)…  
 

Here is San Francisco in the 2013 season: 

 
 
Spot on again, as the Over/Under rate was 47.3%/52.7% for the current season, 49.7%/50.3% 
last 3 years, and 50.2%/49.8% since 1997… (Flip the coin)…  
 
 
 

If you say that the above were top tier teams, lets take a look at the 
Chicago Cubs in the 2013 season: 
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The Over/Under rate was 43.7%/56.3% for the current season, 46.3%/53.7% last 3 years, and 
49%/51% since 1997… (and again, simply flip the coin)… 
 
If you are still having trouble with the realization that baseball (like all sports), is not statistically 
predictive, the following is a history of records for every MLB active franchise showing their win 
percentages: 
 

 
 
As you can see, some of these win percentages date back over 100 years… Do you think it is 
purely coincidence that the best overall win percentage is 57% held by the NY Yankees, and the 
worst is held by Tampa and San Diego at 46%...  Flip the coin baby… This is not purely 
coincidental, it is however purely math, statistics, and probabilities…   
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VEGAS LINES (HOCKEY) 
 
Let me show you how continuance of the 50%/50% statistics equates to sports investing within 
Hockey.  As we have said before, it is crazy how predictive sports investing actually is, and how 
uncanny it is that Vegas odds makers continually keep the win rates in ALL sports between that 
40%-60% ratio.  In Hockey, it is no different as you will see..  Like baseball, there is no point 
spread…  A great team doesn’t have to win by 2 or 3 goals, they just have to win the game 
outright…  Vegas makes up for that by adjusting their “Vig” which is normally 10% to make up the 
difference… For example, here is a sample of a daily line in hockey, which is similar to the one 
above for baseball as set by Vegas: 
 

 
 
 
What this illustration above reflects is that the Chicago Blackhawks  are a 1.5/1 favorite to beat LA 
Kings…So if you choose Chicago Blackhawks to win, you have to risk 1.5$ for every 1$ you would 
like to win… So if you want to win $100, you would have to risk $150… The number above that 
(5u15), is the total set for the game… You can choose that the total score between the two teams 
will go over or under this total of 5 goals combined… So if Chicago Blackhawks win 4-3 or 5-2, that 
is a total of 7 goals, so the result is “over the total”… If either team wins 3-1, it is a total of 4 goals 
and the result is that the game stayed “under the total”… The u15 means that if you choose to take 
the “under” you would risk $1.15 for every $1 you want to win…   
 
Invariably, these risk factors make up for very poor teams win percentages and makes them 
underdogs getting plus money just as LA Kings in the example above… With the odds above, it is 
saying that LA Kings has a 1 in 2 chance of winning the game against the Chicago Blackhawks..  
So, as in baseball, in Hockey, the worst team in the league year in and year out is usually a .350 
team (win roughly 1 of every 3 games), and the best team in the league is usually a .650 team (win 
roughly 2 of every 3 games)….    So, although the math is slightly different for Hockey, it still stays 
within that 35/65 range with the risk (odds) making up for the difference…  Like baseball, rarely do 
you see many teams above .700 or below .300, but is does happen..   
 
Let’s look inside the numbers as it pertains to the over/unders… It should be no surprise that the 
Over/Unders should remain close to that 50/50 percentage, as the Vig/Risk is similar to that of the 
MLB and that of the NBA (close to 10%)…  
 

Here is the Chicago Blackhawks at a random point in the 2014 
season: 

 
 
Vegas, as expected, was on point with their handicapping, as the Over/Under rate was 
50.5%/49.5% for the current season, 49.7%/50.3% last 3 years, and 48.1%/51.9% since 1996… 
(As usual, flip the coin)…  
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Here is the LA Kings at a random point in the 2014 season: 

 
 
Let’s see how well Vegas did with their handicapping… The Over/Under rate was 41.5%/58.5% 
for the current season, 38.15%/61.85% last 3 years, and 45.5%/54.5% since 1996… (As you can 
see, there would be value in playing the over for the LA Kings statistically, because as we have 
demonstrated, the number will climb closer to that 50/50 rate over time)…  
 

Below is an illustration of the win percentages from Hockey for the 
2014 NHL season: 

    
 
As you can see, the best team in the league was the Boston Bruins with a win percentage of .713 
and the worst was the Buffalo Sabres with a win percentage of .317…  The rest are in the ranges 
that we continually see and expect as consistent with every sport and the statistical averages they 
represent… Once again, right in line being within the ranges we see that allows us to predict 
statistical advantages giving our sports investors unique advantages in the market….I am not sure 
what else to show you in order to help you understand the power of statistics and probabilities and 
how big a role they play in successful sports investing…   If you are still having trouble with the 
realization that all sports are statistically predictive, the following is a history of records for every 
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NHL active franchise showing their win percentages which is similar to those above in MLB and 
NBA: 
 

 
 
 
As you can see, some of these win percentages date back almost 100 years… Do you think it is 
purely coincidence that the best overall win percentage is 58.9% held by the Montreal Canadians, 
and the worst is held by Tampa Bay Lightning at 46%...  Flip the coin once again baby… This is 
not purely coincidental, it is however once again it displays that they are however tied purely to the 
math, statistics, and probabilities…   
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PARITY IN SPORTS 
 
It is probably shocking how much parity in simple math, statistics, and probabilities play a role in 
sports…  If you think about it, we have shown you that for over individual seasons, last 3 years, 
since 1996, and even dating back over 100 years, statistics and probabilities based on simple math 
have been predictable…  If you were interviewing a broker to place your portfolio, and he/she 
suggested a particular investment, how much back testing and historical data would you feel 
comfortable with?  3 years, 5 years, 10 years?  Well, we have proven that we have historical data 
and statistical probabilities based on 1 year, 3 years, 18 years, even over 100 years….  No broker 
can come close to matching that…. You cannot deny the pure statistical data we have presented…  
 
In fact, if you think it just works on the mainstream sports venues, take a look at this: 
 

If the WNBA didn’t prove to you it reaches into EVERY sport, how 
about the CFL with Calgary: 

 
 
Win percentages against the spread: 63.6%/36.4% current year, 56%/44% last 3 years, and 
51.2%/48.8% since 1996….   Over/Under percentages were: 58.3%/41.7% current year, 
57.6%/42.4% last 3 years, and 50.4%/49.6% since 1996… (Hmmmm… Interesting huh????) 
 

Or with Hamilton: 

 
 
Win percentages against the spread: 50%/50% current year, 52%/48% last 3 years, and 
50.1%/49.9% since 1996….   Over/Under percentages were: 54.5%/45.5% current year, 
58.3%/41.7% last 3 years, and 46%/54% since 1996… (What do you have to say now????) 
 
 
All of this knowledge along with an investment equation matched with a true money management 
system, can make the difference between someone being a successful  “SPORTS TRADER” and 
others being simply being a losing “GAMBLER”.  As you can see, most outcomes of sports can be 
predicted or skewed to advantages by the use of mathematical statistics.  This is the same 
statistical information that an odds maker uses to set the lines in the sports world every single day.   
 
No sports handicapper or Sports Day Trader can predict guaranteed winning investments, but you 
can now have the same statistical information that we personally use every single day to produce 
incredible rates of return Day Trading Sports.   
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SPORTS DAY TRADING vs. GABBLING 
 
 
We showed you how and why lines are set, and gave you some of the similarities of how sports 
investing relates to other more common market investments, along with showing you the parity 
and statistics in Sports Investing.  In this chapter, we will explain the some of the factors that 
determine the difference between a true “SPORTS DAY TRADER”, and what most call 
“GAMBLERS”.   
 
For most people, sports gambling is a form of entertainment.  For a select few, sports betting is a 
form of investing that is a serious business.  Its an incredible way to get some amazing returns on 
your investment while diversifying your investment portfolio.  You will undoubtedly have to shake 
off the negative aura surrounding it and be able to think outside the box of the public deception.    
With a good statistical system and proper trading platform, you can make returns of 30%-60% 
annually.  Think about that for a minute.  You read it correctly.  Put 10k in a bank account and for 
the year you might make 1%-2% (100-200 dollars).  Put that same 10k into a standard Stock or 
Futures brokerage account, and you may or may not see any returns, or you may get lucky and 
gain 5%-15%.  Most of those investment systems rarely keep up with inflation today, let alone 
brokerage fees.  Not exactly what I call great investments.  You could put that same money into 
real estate which historically climbs on average of 3%5% annually.   
 
However if you put that same 10k bankroll into Sports Day Trading, historically you will make 30%-
60% (3,000 - 6,000 dollars), annually with amazingly, very little risk…   I personally like to take the 
gambling aspect out of the equation and look more long term as an investment strategy by using 
statistical data and a proprietary investment equation with money management.  Just like any other 
profitable investment, to be profitable, Sports Day Trading is a long term commitment (usually 6 
months or a sports season).  On most occasions, you will see profit within 30-60 days, the bigger 
and more steady returns come in the form of long term strategies if you like to minimize risk.   
 
One of the many misconceptions is the winning rate it takes to make these types of returns. To 
help understand this, you have to realize the difference between a true Sports Day Trader and 
what the public calls a Sports Bettor.  Most people bet on sports by getting together with friends 
and putting a wager on who they think will win, or more times than not, who they want to win.  They 
typically place a few wagers a week mainly for entertainment.  Throughout a typical season, they 
may win 50% of their wagers but because of the Vig, or bookmakers edge, they continually lose 
money year in and year out.  Some do make a little money throughout the year, but those are far 
and few between.  In the long run, Joe Public has the impression that it is highly unlikely to make 
a living at sports betting.  For the most part, they are correct, however it is very possible to make 
a living at “Sports Day Trading”. 
 
One of the biggest misconceptions is that Joe Public believes that professional sports investors 
must win most of their games, or lets say 60% of them to make decent money.  That fact is simply 
not true.  Its very understandable why so many people have this misconception.  The fact is that 
the difference between the winning percentages of Joe Public compared to those of a true Sports 
Day Trader is really quite small. 
 
As we explained earlier, the bookmaker withholds a Vigorish on every losing bet of approximately 
10%.  Consequently a long time gambler who wins 50% of his plays, will ultimately end up losing 
a lot of money.  Professional sports investors rarely hit a higher winning percentage than 55-60% 
and more often than not, as low as 52-54%.  The winning percentage for a true Sports Day Trader 
is hardly ever as high as 60%.  The secret is our proprietary successful Sports Day Trading 
Software and Sports platform matched with our Proprietary Sports Money Management System 
that took years to develop, back test and personally used every single day, Putting Our Own Money 
Where Our Mouth is, Trading the exact Sports Trades we give our clients!!!  
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Mathematics and statistical advantages will confirm that a profit is more assured from a larger 
group (200 plays) with a winning percentage of 55% compared to the net profit from a smaller 
group of plays (50 plays) with a winning percentage of 60%.  That fact coupled with correct money 
management is what separates a true Sports Day Trader from a Sports Bettor.  Generally 
speaking, non-professional sports bettors risk too much of their bankroll on individual bets.  
Professionals use smaller bet sizes in proportion to their bankroll over a larger number of plays.  
The same way a stock broker takes an investors portfolio, and disperses it over many stocks in 
lieu of taking the whole portfolio and investing in one sector of the market. 
 
A sure fire way to spot a Joe Public Sports Bettor is that he/she invariably has less than a few 
trades/plays/bets per day, while a Professional Sports Day Trader will place a minimum of 50-200 
sports trades per day.   

 

OUR AUTOMATED SPORTS DAY TRADING 
SOFTWARE 

 
While there are many statistical advantages you can use while Sports Day Trading to make positive 
returns, we decided to take it to levels beyond expectations.  We spent over 5 years taking the 
same investment equations within Trading Software Platforms many use on Wall Street and the 
Forex Market, and matched them with polynomial equations, statistical probabilities, and other 
proprietary information and created an automated Sports Day Trading Software second to none.  
In fact, this software is so effective, we use it every single day using our own personal money.  
 

Below is an illustration of one of our investment charts within our 
program: 

 

 
 
 As you can see, our sports trading software program is incredibly complex and reads similar to a 
stock chart.  The graphs above show a team’s statistical probability to win or lose on the left, while 
the graph on the right, shows how correct the Las Vegas bookmakers were on setting their lines 
as a favorite or an underdog within that same team.  Keep in mind, this is just one set of graphs 
on one of 30 teams for one sport within one season.    
 
Our proprietary Sports Day Trading Software is highly effective showing returns averaging 30%-
60% returns annually…  We have had years as low as +28% and as high as over 80%..  Our 
subscription packages (those 30 days and greater), come with a guarantee… If we don’t reach 
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profits from our trades listed on our website with our subscription packages, the purchased 
subscription package is automatically renewed at no additional cost until it produces net profits.   
 
In 2014, as you may or may not know, the Boston Red Sox hit a 10 game losing streak in Major 
League Baseball..  The graph below, as the screenshot was taken of our Sports Day Trading 
program, shows that the program is so powerful, its indicators “shut down” and told us “not to trade” 
the Boston Red Sox before the losing streak took place. 
 

 
 
The orange colored boxes (within the green section), tell us not to trade Boston by “shutting down” 
their units automatically so that the losing streak does not negatively affect our sports traders….. 
This graph shows the polynomial trading line (dark purple), below the weighted moving average 
indicator line (dark blue), which matches the Boston Team page (illustration above), and our 
trading platform automatically shutting down and not making trades on Boston during their 10 game 
losing streak. 
 

 
 
 
 
The orange colored boxes (within the green section), tell us not to trade Boston by “shutting down” 
their units automatically so that the losing streak does not negatively affect our sports traders….. 
This graph shows the polynomial trading line (dark purple), below the weighted moving average 
indicator line (dark blue), which matches the Boston Team page (illustration above), and our 
trading platform automatically shutting down and not making trades on Boston during their 10 game 
losing streak. 
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TAKING PROFITS & BUILDING YOUR CAPITAL 
ACCOUNT / BANKROLL 

 
 
Just like any other Trading Platform, you must first know what your starting Capital 
Account/Bankroll will be to start your trading….  When you open a Stock, Forex, or Crypto Trading 
Account, you must deposit your initial Starting Capital into the Trading Account…   Sports Day 
Trading is no different…  I suggest a minimum of 10k and recommend 20k….   We Personally 
Sports Day Trade a 100k Cash Account in Las Vegas using 25k to 30k per sport….   
 
I found that when Day Trading within any Trading Platform, it is important to keep yourself 
motivated, and the best way to to that is pulling out profits..   One of the most important things 
when Sports Day Trading is knowing when and how much of the profits to pull out to reward your 
patience, diligence, and hard work…  Let’s say you start with a 10k Capital Account/Bankroll for 
your Sports Day Trading….  I am going to show you the calculations I suggest to not only keep 
you motivated and reward yourself, but keep in mind, the bigger goal is to make long term 
exponential residual returns/profits, and the only way to do that is to Build your Bankroll…  You 
have probably heard the saying, “It takes money to make money”…  This is true, but everyone has 
to start somewhere…  Remember 100% return of nothing is nothing, so even 1% return of $100 is 
1$, and that is a bigger return than nothing…  This is why it is highly important to continue to pull 
a portion of the profits while continuing to add/roll back a portion of the profits back into your Capital 
Trading Account/Bankroll… It will grow quicker than you think… Here is what I suggest to all my 
Sports Day Trading Clients: 
 
You start with a minimum 10k Sports Day Trading Capital Account/Bankroll.. 
Month 1 you make 3% or $300…  Take $100 in profits, and reinvest $200 back into your Bankroll 
 
You Start Month 2 with $10,200.00 
Month 2 you make 4% or $408.00… Take $108 in profits, reinvesting $300 back into your Bankroll 
 
You Start Month 3 with $10,500.00 
Month 3 you make 2% or $210.00…  Take $110 in profits, reinvesting $100 back into your Bankroll 
 
You Start Month 4 with $10,600.00 
Month 4 you make 5% or $530.00… Take $130 in profits, reinvesting $400 back into your Bankroll 
 
You Start Month 5 with $11,000.00 
Month 5 you make 2.5% or $275.00… Take $75.00 in profits, reinvesting $200 back into your 
Bankroll 
 
You Start Month 6 with $11,200.00 
Month 6 you make 6% or $672.00… Take $172.00 in profits, reinvesting $500 back into your 
Bankroll 
 
You Start Month 7 with $11,700.00 
Month 7 you make 3.5% or $392.00… Take $192.00 in profits, reinvesting $200 back into your 
Bankroll 
 
You Start Month 8 with $11,900.00 
Month 8 you make 2.2% or $261.80… Take $161.80 in profits, reinvesting $100 back into your 
Bankroll 
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You Start Month 9 with $12,000.00 
Month 9 you make 7.5% or $900.00… Take $300.00 in profits, reinvesting $600 back into your 
Bankroll 
 
You Start Month 10 with $12,600.00 
Month 10 you lose -1% or -$126.00…. Take $0 in profits, reinvesting $0 back into your Bankroll 
 
You Start Month 11 with $12,474.00 
Month 11 you make +4% or +$498.96…  Subtract the -$126.00 from this months profits to make 
up for last months loss which leaves you +$372.96 (net from this months profits – last months loss) 
Take $172.96 in profits, reinvesting the $126.00 to make up for last months loss and reinvest the 
additional $200 back into your Bankroll bringing your total to $12,800.00 
 
You Start Month 12 with $12,800.00 
Month 12 you make 3% or +$384.00… Take $184 in profits, reinvesting $200 back into your 
Bankroll 
 
You start Sports Day Trading the 2nd year or the 13th month with a $13,000.00 Bankroll….    
 
Now, what is your risk at this point????   If your answer is $8,294.24, you were correct!!!!    
 
You started with 10k but you made/pocketed $1,705.76 in profits that you took….  
 
You also increased your Capital Account/Bankroll by $3,000.00, which if you look made the same 
percentage returns as last year (for example in month 1 you made 3% or $300.00… Making that 
same +3% in this 13th month, that would be $390.00, which is an extra $90.00)…  Doesn’t sound 
like a big deal, but imagine this….  
 
Our Historical Annual rate of Return is +60%...  The example above is a +47.06% Annual Rate of 
Return which is just under our Historical Annual Average…   
 
If you didn’t take any of the profits out, for the first 3 years, and made just 50% each year, rolling 
all of your profits back into your Capital Account, here is what that looks like: 
 
10k Starting Trading Capital Account 

• Year 1 make 50% or 5k  = 15k after year 1 

• Year 2 make 50% or 7.5k = 22.5k after year 2 

• Year 3 make 50% or 11.25k…    
 
In just 36 months, you grew your Capital Account/Bankroll from 10k to 33.75k… Now look back at 
the 3% you made in the 1st month, and assume you did that in the 1st month of starting in year 4, 
that 3% now nets you over 1k per month!!!    
 
So, you can start to see how quickly you can make exponential returns if you are patient, and 
continue to roll as much of the monthly net profits back in, to grow your Capital Account/Bankroll…  
That same sample above rolling all of the profits back in grows the initial 10k into $50,625 in after 
year 4, $75,937.50 after year 5, $113,906.25 after year 6, $170,859.37 after year 7, $256,289.06 
after year 8, $384,433.59 after year 9, and after year 10 – that initial 10k would grow to 
$576,650.30!!!!   
 
Now, we all know that most people do not have the patience to roll all the profits back into their 
monthly/yearly Capital Account/Bankroll, but as you can see, the more you reinvest each month 
or after the end of each month that has net profits, can create HUGE EXPONENTIAL RETURNS….   
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Of course, you can choose any amount you want/need of profits to pull out and/or reinvest, but 
setting a certain amount of both before you start, can help to give you monthly or quarterly 
gratification with profits seen, as well as set you up for long term success with exponential returns!!!  

 
 
 

IN CONCLUSION: 
 
Even though we have shared some very basic simple statistical advantages that give Sports Day 
Traders a  slight edge when looking for daily sports trading opportunities, do not be fooled.  As you 
can see by the few examples of our Proprietary Sports Day Trading Software, it takes a lot more 
than a few statistical advantages to create a successful Sports Day Trader…  You wouldn’t use 
anyone less than a true professional doctor for a surgery, so why would you use anyone but a true 
professional when it comes to your Sports Day Trading Information…   
 
We hope you have enjoyed the information provided, and take the time to research what we have 
stated, as well as our results….   
 
Contact our Global Sports Bet Network by clicking on the link:  
https://www.TheSportsDayTrader.com and begin to follow along making your own returns while 
solidifying your financial stability by Day Trading Sports today… 

 
 

Thank you 

https://www.thesportsdaytrader.com/
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